They Say That In The Guard

They say that in the Guard, "Texas College of Mines!" is where it all got started - with miners, picks and mines.

**Chorus**

St. Pat, I wanna know
more so, I wanna grow
St. Pat, I wanna to know – know - knooow EH!

They say that in the Guard - the M is made with lime bucket brigade on mountain - will surely make it shine

**Chorus**

They say that in the Guard - St. Pat will come in time green shamrocks are not clovers - but duly the saint's sign

**Chorus**

They say that in the Guard - the training's mighty fine we get ourselves together to form a long green line

**Chorus**

They say that in the Guard - at the Bean Feed we will dine St. Pat is our leader, Go Texas College of MINES!